Applications with periodic data generation for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) require the maximum lifetime of the network in order to provide a constant and reliable service. Therefore, a minimal consumption for sensing and communication must be considered in order to extend the lifetime of the network. In this sense, the network must be capable for sending data from targets to sinks in a reliable way taking account limited capacities involved in a WSN. Consequently, data from targets must be specially treated to guarantee reliability at minimum energy consumption to extend lifetime of the network. For this reason, in this paper we propose a mathematical formulation and a heuristic to support connectivity, flow conservation constraints, data capacity per link, constraints related with communication and sensing range of sensors, and splitting constraints in order to balance the energy consumption to prolong the sensors lifetime. The results show improvements in terms of number of transmissions per sensor prolonging the lifetime of the network and assuring communication paths between targets and sinks. With this approach, we aim to use efficiently the energy resources of the network and, then, extend the lifetime of the network in comparison with a single path scheme in a WSN.
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Network is an emergent technology with a wide range of applications such as monitoring, object tracking, scientific observing and forecasting, security surveillance, medical observation, environment and weather monitoring [1] . A WSN is compound about a large number of distributed nodes which have to collect data from targets to base stations or sinks. However, the sensors have a limited energy and, in many cases, is not possible to replace its batteries due to they are in a harsh environment. For this reason, it is necessary to design routing protocols to prolong at maximum the lifetime of the network and, at the same time, to guarantee that the information collected from targets can reach any base station available [2] .
Further, the network topology is usually static where sensors, targets and sinks are fixed. Given this scenario, is common that applications have to provide periodical services in terms of sending data from targets to sinks. Therefore, a mechanism must be proposed to provide the maximum lifetime possible of the network avoiding a rapidly energy consumption per sensor [3] .
The model presented in this work assumes that every sensor can act as a router, sending their own information and forwarding information from other nodes to base stations. In addition, it is assumed that the targets are sensors which have to send periodic information through the network in order to achieve any sink. It is also assumed that the BSs do not have sensors embedded and cannot move [4] . Given targets, it is necessary to adjust sensors selected in order to maintain connectivity, minimize energy consumption and guaranteeing energy consumption requirements. In other words, it is possible that certain sensors must be selected to cover a specific target, maintaining connectivity with their neighbors to send properly collected data to a base station. Once several paths from the same target have arrived to a sink, a splitting strategy is performed to the data flow demanded by the target. With this approach, we aim to use efficiently the energy resources of the network and, then, extend the lifetime of the network in comparison with a scheme without a splitting strategy in a WSN.
On the other hand, since all network elements are fixed, it is necessary to use a mathematical model that takes into account connectivity, minimum energy consumption trough splitting strategy and maintaining energy consumption requirements.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 refers to related works in this field. Section 3 presents the solutions mathematical model and computational algorithm, showing the methodology to implement it, and additionally, explaining several criteria to design the heuristic according to the WSN constraints. Section 4 shows some results for several instances with different parameters. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions and future work are presented.
Related Works
Energy efficiency is a critical issue in WSN due to the limited capacity of the sensor nodes batteries. Once a WSN is deployed for a particular application, its life time must last as long as possible based on the initially provided amount of energy. The main purpose of WSN is to disseminate the information from targets to sink. Consequently, to minimize the energy consumption in WSN, several energy efficient routing protocols like Directed diffusion, Power aware routing and SPIN have been proposed. However, there are critical applications which demand reliability and timeliness. These requirements can be achieved by using special mechanisms in routing protocols.
In this sense, we will present different related works which approach multipath techniques, offering protocols and algorithms, but do not propose clearly a complete mathematical model which describes a splitting technique to balance the energy consumption of the WSN network. However, it is important to enunciate the main works regarding to multipath techniques taking into account a static scenario in a WSN network.
In [5] , [6] and [7] are presented surveys about multipath routing techniques, discussing and explaining how multipath routing plays a significant role in WSNs and can work efficiently in the presence of resource constraints including limited energy, storage, and computational capacity. Additionally, these papers summarize a set of challenges in implementing a multipath routing scheme by considering the special features of WSN, and there is a description of a set of common evaluation metrics, and evaluating the performance of multipath routing protocols. Finally, it is presented a classification of the existing multipath routing protocols into three categories, presenting protocols of each category in detail.
In another paper [8] authors highlights the characteristics and potential problems of the LEACH and the EECS routing protocols, and proposes an Energy-Efficient Optimal Multipath Routing Algorithm (EEOM) which improves cluster head selection, cluster establishment and data transmission, while introduces the concept about multi-path and reconstruction of cluster head. However, the paper does not enunciate a clear optimization model which describes multipath feature of a WSN network.
In [9] , the authors propose a multipath-based reliable routing protocol that can guarantee a specified end-to-end target packet reception rate. The authors show that the proposed protocol has a better packet reception rate than AODV and MADDV-SIM protocols and maintains a target packet reception rate in a network where the amount of traffic changes dynamically. Nevertheless, the authors do not show an optimization model for its proposal.
In [10] , the authors study the problem of secret-sharing based multipath routing and formulate it as an optimization problem to maximize both the network security and lifetime. In this sense, they propose a disjoint routing scheme called the Security and Energy-efficient Disjoint Route (SEDR) which delivers sliced shares to the sink node with randomized disjoint multipath routes by utilizing the available surplus energy of sensor nodes, such that the network security is maximized without decreasing the lifetime of WSNs. Although the authors include a mathematical model in the paper, this is concerned to establish disjoint links and not related to the multipath definition.
Mathematical Formulation
The network has a graph G = (N, E), where N is the node set composed of sensors, base stations (nodes without mobility nor sensing capabilities but with connectivity outside the network) and sensor targets. E is the edges set, which are the feasible connections between all nodes of the network. In the graph G is required to select the best sensor relays of a neighborhood taking account a splitting mechanism. This process is performed iteratively to reach the targets, guaranteeing connectivity and splitting routing between target sensors and base stations.
The sensors have transmitting and sensing features which follow the well-known disk coverage model where each sensor is assumed to cover a disk centred with fixed sensing and transmitting ranges as disk radii. Once a sensor has detected a target, it requires to send their data flow to others sensors which act as relays in order to find any sink. Thus, if a target is detected by several sensors, it is required to distribute the flow between them in order employ efficiently the limited energy of the sensors. The amount of flow that receives a sensor relay must have into account an energy preservation mechanism. This means that the amount of flow that receives a sensor s i can be different to sensor s j . This situation indicates that a load balancing strategy must be used in order to prolong the lifetime of the network.
Consequently, according to the previous network requirements, it is presented a scenario where from each target we will have multiple paths with different load traffic in order to extend as possible the lifetime of the network. The system also has to maximize coverage trying to find all targets. In figure 1 , the basic structure of the optimization model is shown.
Next, it is presented the parameters and the mathematical model notation: Sensing radius between a sensor and a target. rc
Communications radius between sensors. X t ij Portion of flow from target t that uses the link (i,j). X t ij Represents whether the link (i,j) is used (1) or not (0) by the target t.
The problem of load balancing the energy consumption maintaining quality of service is enunciated as follows:
Subject to:
For the energy consumption model is required to take into account special considerations. First, if a sensor has to send data, it must have consumption as a transmitter node. In this case, the consumption is E elec + E amp , where E elec is the energy consumption for codification, modulation and filtering. E amp corresponds to energy consumption for the Transmitter Power Amplifier. In the same way, if a sensor has to receive data, it must have consumption as a receiver node. In this case, the consumption corresponds to E amp . Then, the expressions for the transmitter and receiver sensor are the following:
Next, it is presented a description of each of the expressions proposed in the mathematical model: Constraint (2) is a flow conservation constraint. It ensures that the total flow emerging from the target t is 1. Constraint (3) ensures that the total flow coming from the target t to any base station is 1. Constraint (4) refers to a balancing flow in the intermediate sensors (relays) in which the input flow must be equal to the output flow. Constraint (5) ensures that the total amount of bandwidth consumed by all the flows in the link(i, j) must not exceed the maximum utilization α per link capacity Cap ij . Constraint (6) is the maximum link utilization constraint. The α value is directly related to the utilization in each link α ij . Constraint (7) represent whether link(i, j) is being used (1) or not (0) to transmit the flow from the target t. Constraint (8) limits the maximum number of subflows in each target by means of the capacity of each link and the traffic demand. This formulation represents the number of links necessary for a traffic demand, without this constraint the model could have scalability problems. Constraint (10) indicates that the sensors i and j can communicate if the distance between them is less or equal than the communications radius. For the constraint (11) and (12) assume that i is the sensor which sends a packet, and j is the sensor which receives a packet in a given time. In the constraint (11) there will have a higher energy consumption than constraint (12) because for transmission is required an extra consumption for codification, modulation and filtering (E elec ), in addition to energy consumption for amplifying the signal received (E amp ).
Finally, the mathematical model minimizes α in order to balance the data flows through the splitting strategy reducing the consumption per sensor and then, extending the lifetime of the network.
Heuristic
In this paper we propose a decentralized algorithm to find multiple paths for balancing the energy consumption of the sensors, extending the lifetime of the network. In this sense, each sensor has a behavior which has to accomplish several requirements in order to find paths and distribute the flow from a target to a sink. The algorithms of the heuristic are presented as follows: if Si detects a target then 5:
Add Si to P ath 6: Selec Si to search a sensor 7: end if 8: if Si is selected to search a sensor then 9:
Search sensors or BSs in the neighborhood 10: if there is a BS or a Sensor connected to BS in the neighborhood then F ind paths with target t 3: Balance the flow in the paths found 4: else 5:
T here are not paths to balance 6: end if Hereafter, the main features of the previous algorithms will be described:
• For the algorithm 1, in line 17 a sensor has to select the best neighbor. This selection is performed according to the energy of the sensor Bat b and the energy consumed if sensors S i and S b have communication at distance D ib . Notice that the fact to know the best neighbor involves energy consumption associated to ACK packets. • In lines 5 and 18, once a sensor is selected, and if this selection does not represent a cycle in the route, the sensor is added to the path. • In line 11, a base station is added to Path, and this generates a break to add the path achieved to Multipaths. • Finally, in the algorithm 2, once a sink receives more than one path from a same target, the sink performs the balancing of energy based on the energy of the paths. • Notice that, in line 3 there is involved a different energy consumption for the transmitter and the receiver nodes in the path, which is mentioned in the expressions (10) and (11) of the mathematical model.
Results
First of all, it is pertinent to describe the different nodes which are part of the network. The target nodes, sensor nodes and base station nodes are specified as triangles, circles and squares respectively. A target is assumed as a physical phenomenon that occurs in a given time, and then, it is necessary to carry information related with the phenomenon from its capture to any base station. In this sense, for the single path scheme, it is enough to find one path from a target to any base station. In contrast, for the multipath scheme, it is required to find two or more paths from the targets to any base station. However, because the behavior of the sensors follows a decentralized approach, to achieve a base station can be exhausting in energy consumption terms. For this reason, in order to find base stations faster, certain neighbors sensors around the base station are tagged as connected with base station. This process is executed from the base station to its neighbors with a specific diffusion level. In this sense, if the diffusion level is higher, the path will find faster the base station because there are more sensor nodes that know where is a base station. In the figure above we show a multipath solution taking into account a scenario with 2 targets, 80 sensors and 3 base stations, where the triangles, circles and squares indicates targets, sensors and base stations respectively. Although it is presented a multipath solution, a single path solution for the same scenario was the next two paths. A first path, compound of nodes 1, 43, 72, 55, 41, 37 and 83, and a second path 2, 45, 14, 9, 44 and 85. For the multipath scheme, the heuristic proportionates a multipath solution where the number of paths are 2 for the target 1, and 3 for the target 2. In the next table is summarized the most important parameters assumed in the simulation: Before to show the results, it is pertinent to describe the variables for evaluating and some required observations:
• Number of nodes: it refers to the number of nodes (sensors, targets and base stations) defined in the simulation. This variable grows in order to show the evolution of the results. • Number of paths: it indicates the number of paths found for the multipath scheme for each target. Notice that this value is always 1 for the single path scheme. • Percentage of transmissions: to understand properly this variable, it is necessary to describe the following items:
-A transmission is defined as a sending of a flow from a target to a base station once a path has been established. -Number of transmissions for single path scheme: it indicates the number of transmissions between a target and a base station until a sensor of the path wastes all of its energy. Once this sensor has consumed its energy, the counter of transmission is stopped. -Number of transmissions for the multipath scheme: it refers to the number of transmissions between a target and a base station until a sensor of any path wastes all of its energy. Once this sensor has consumed its energy, the counter of transmission is stopped.
In this way, this variable represents the percentage in which the multipath solution improves the single path solution in terms of number of transmissions. For example, if we have 10 and 12 transmissions for single path and multipath schemes respectively, the multipath solution improves the single path solution in 20 percent, it means, 20 percent more transmissions for multipath than single path. Then, if the number of transmissions for multipath is higher than single path, it means that the lifetime of sensors has been extended because there is more transmissions before a sensor have consumed all of its energy.
In the following table, it is shown results according to the variables described above: Additionally, the results above are shown in the next figures: The results above indicate that as the number of nodes grows, the percentage of transmissions and the number of paths improves significantly. This occurs because as the number of sensors is higher, there are more sensors to construct more paths. Then, if there are more paths, there is a better distribution of the energy consumption because there are more sensors, which it represents an increment in the number of transmissions for the multipath solution. As a result, as the number of transmissions for multipath is higher than single path, the lifetime of sensors has been extended considerably according to the obtained results. In this way, the recommendation is to use a multipath scheme in order to increase the number of transmissions, and then, extend the lifetime of the network.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a mathematical model which supports a splitting technique to balance the power consumption in order to extend the lifetime of the WSN network. Consequently, we propose a heuristic which takes into account the main features of a WSN network. Our heuristic implements a mechanism to construct a path, choosing the next communication sensor node according to its distance and RSSI level. Additionally, while a path is constructed, our algorithm avoids cycles and has the ability to reconstruct the path once the discovering route has arrived to a leaf. Once several paths from the same target reach a particular sink, this performs a balancing energy strategy which consists to decide the amount of flow to transmit in each of the paths.
The heuristic proposed, which implements a multipath technique, is compared against the single path technique, showing better results in terms of percentage of transmissions in the WSN network. Specifically, the results show that the sensors, with our heuristic, have more time for operation than the technique with single path, allowing an extension of the lifetime for the total WSN network.
Future Works
Like a previous paper proposed by us [11] , where the aim was to find rapidly a single path to a sink in a mobile WSN, coming works will focus on apply the heuristic proposed in a mobile scenario implementing coverage and multipath techniques in order to maintain connectivity at minimum possible energy consumption of the network. In addition, according to routing techniques, there will be works dedicated to implement QoS in a multipath scenario with the aim of proportionate a better performance to information with high priority, considering constraints related with connectivity, routes discovery, coverage maintenance and balancing the energy consumption of a mobile WSN network.
